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ABSTRACT

Field experiment was conducted during wet season of 1999-
2000 at Lamphelpat, Imphal, Manipur including doubled haploid
(OH) and conventionally bred (CB) rice genotypes. The variability
study revealed the wider range, higher heritability, phenotypic and
genotypic co-efficient of variation in CB lines than DH lines which
indicated the possibility of further selection in CB lines and
attainment of uniformity in DH lines. While CB lines exhibited
correlation of yield with ear bearing tillers and 1OO-grain weight,
DH lines showed close relation of yield with plant height, panicle
length and bold grains. ..

INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of genetic parameters such as genotypic (GCV) and phenotypic

coefficient of variation (PCV), heritability and genetic advance is a prerequisite in
the genetiC improvement of crop, which imparts knowledge about the variability for
different characters present in the genotypes. The genetic variability in crop is
important in selecting the best genotypes for making rapid improvement in desirable
traits and also in selecting the most potential parent for making sound hybridization
program. The knowledge of correlation between yield and other yield contributing
characters and among themselves would provide a way for fixing suitable criteria to
enhance yield. Even though there is no dearth of information on variability and
asssoclation characters in rice it is important for the breeders to know the variability
present in the traits and relatlonshtp of these traits with yield in the germplasm they
handle. Furthermore, literature available on comparative study on lines developed
through different plant-breeding techniques is meagre. Hence in the present study
doubled haploid lines were compared with conventionally bred genotypes of rice for

,,,_.' genetiC variability and correlation. ._:"" ._,,,

. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experiment was conducted in the Lamphelpat farm of ICAR Research Complex

for NEH Region during rainy season of 1999-2000. Ten advanced lines of cross Prasad
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/IR 24 along with four checks viz., RCM 9, Prasad, RCM 10 and Leimaphou and
nine OH lines developed through anther culture and four checks vlz., lET 13459, lET
13783, lET 15046 and Bali received from ICAR Research complex for NEH Region,
Umiam formed the materials of the present study. The genotypes were grown in RBO
with three replications adopting a plot size of 4.34 M2.Standard agronomic practices
recommended for rain fed lowlands of Manipur were followed. Observations were
recorded on days to 50% flowering (OFF), plant height (PH), panicle length (PL),
ear-bearing tillers (EBT), and total number of grains/panicle (TG), spikelet fertility
(SPF), 100 grain weight (100 GW) and plot yield. Analysis of variance and correlation
co-efficient were worked out adopting standard statistical procedures.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance and genetic parameters of CB and OH lines are given in Tablel.

Even though OH lines recorded higher mean for the characters vlz., OFF, PL, SPF
and 100 GW, the plot yield of these lines were found less than that of CB lines. The
difference in yield was due to lengthier panicles having more grains in CB lines than
that in OH lines. Girija Rani and Sreerama Reddy (2001) reported comparatively
higher yield of hybrids over varieties. Overall range of different characters was found
wider for CB lines, which explained possibilities of further selection in CB lines, the
narrow range of traits in OH lines indicated the attainment of uniformity in OH lines.

Other genetic variability parameters for these charactrs revealed that in both CB
and OH lines PCV was higher in magnitude than GCV that depicted the indifferent
influence of environment on the genotypes developed through both the techniques.
Similar report of relatively higher PCV in Lin seed was reported by Singh (2001).
Except for 100 GW, CB lines recorded higher values of PCV and GCV than OH lines.
While the highest difference in magnitude of PCV and GCV was observed in TG,
lowest difference was found in 100 GW, which showed varying influence of environment
on the different characters. Pandey et aI., (2000) also reported similar findings in
walnut collection. Higher heritability (broad sense) was observed from OFF, TG, 100
GW and plot yield in CB lines. With respect to OH lines higher heritability was
observed for TG, SPF, 100 GW and plot yield. The characters showing moderate
heritability were PL in CB lines and PL and PH in OH lines. However, Johnson et aI.,
(1955) suggested that heritability and genetic advance when calculated together
would be more useful in predicting the effectiveness of the character for improvement.
In the presnet study, both CB and OH'lines showed high heritability. and genetic
advance for OFF, SPF and TG. Hence these characters are controlled by additive
gene action it would be possible to effect direct selection in improving them.
Association of high heritability with genetic advance for the traits 100 GW may be
due to dominance or epistatic gene action, which warrant selection after adequate
progeny testing for the improvement of these traits.

PhEmotypic and genotypic correlation coeffici.~nts of CB and OH lines were
presented in Table 2. In OH lines grain yields was positively and significant correlated
with TG and 100 GW at phenotypic and genotypic levels. This result was in conformity
with earlier reports of Anna Ourai (2001) in hybrid rice. At genotypic level yield was
correlated with PH and PL. In CB lines grain yield exhibited positive correlationwith
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EBT, TG, SPF and 100 GW. Among them significant correlation was found only
between 100 GW and grain yield. In contrary to this, Gupta et aI., (1999) reported
insignificant .positive and also negative correlation between 1OO-grain weight and
grain yield in segregating population in basmati rice. In DH lines intercorrelation
was found between OFF and SPF and also among PL, EBT and TG. Negative and

, significant inter correlation was found among PH, 1OOGWand plot yield. Nega.uve
intercorrelation was also found between TG and PL in CB lines indicating the sparse
grain arrangement in CB lines. In contrary to thls significant positive correlation
between these traits was recorded in OH lines. However positive intercorrelation at
genotypic level was found among PL, EBT and SPF in CB lines. The same was the
case in DH lines. Prashanth et al., (1999) reported the similar results in indica I
japonica doubled haploid population. » '

Results revealed that selection of plant with more number of ear bearing tillers
with bold grains would boost the yield of CB lines. In case of DH lines yield
advancement could be achieved by selecting taller plants having lengthy panicle
with more of oo,ld grains.
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